Ship Management Solutions S.A.
Jr. IT Engineer (Full time position)

Our Company

Ship Management Solutions S.A. is a professional IT total solutions service providing company supporting ICT systems for shipping companies and organizations all over the world. For over 15 years of experience and partnerships with major companies we are proud to grant excellent services to all our clients. We mainly provide Technical and Vessel support (even on site vessel attendances for IT issues configurations), Networking solutions, Servers/Computers/Software installation configuration and support, Web servers/Website development and hosting, Backup solutions, ERP Solutions, ICT Consultancy, IP telephony (CISCO partnership), Email hosting and Services (LOTUS platform) and many more.

We are able to reach even our most distant clientele via our two more offices located in Singapore and Manila-Philippines.

Job Description

We are looking to hire a passionate graduate from a comparable academy (university or polytechnic university) IT engineer willing to learn and evolve his/her skills and knowledge, with excellent team cooperation skills in order to help manage both our company’s and our clients’ computer systems always including the part of the needed vessel attendances. As an IT engineer, you will be responsible for designing hardware configurations, installing software, managing network systems, communicating with vessels, etc.

To ensure your success as an IT engineer and especially at the shipping business, you should have the ability to project manage, maintaining and supporting computer systems and troubleshooting skills.
Responsibilities

- Designing and installing computer hardware configurations.
- Installing and supporting software and networking systems.
- Troubleshooting and fixing network, hardware and software issues fast and efficiently.
- Assisting and training vessels’ crew and clients on installed hardware and software systems.
- Ensuring security and backups are always up to date.
- Responding to general IT requests.

Requirements

- Bachelor’s degree in computer engineering | computer science or a similar field.
- Excellent knowledge of the English Language.
- Knowledge of computer hardware systems and networking.
- Familiarity with general OS systems, programming languages (HTML, PHP, CSS, basics in SQL), Microsoft software.
- Knowledge of LAN and Wireless networks.
- Availability and keen to travel both in Greece and abroad if needed for vessel attendances.
- Ability to project manage.
- Ability to troubleshoot complex software and hardware issues.
- Excellent communication skills and teamwork.

Desired (Not mandatory) Skills

- Previous job experience will be accounted.
- Military obligations concluded.
- Web designing knowledge.

Contact

If you would like to become a member of our company you are kindly requested to send your CV at our HR email: hr@shipmansolutions.com